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SPLIT T
LEFT WR END AROUND

QB FAKE TO RB THEN HAND OFF TO WR
Split T run

Rb draw

QB Drops Back to Pass then Hands Off
Right wr end around

SPLIT T
RIGHT WR ENDRUN

QB FAKE TO RB THEN HAND OFF TO WR
Sweep left

SPLIT T SWEEP LEFT

Diagram showing the movement of players in a football play.
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Fake right end around

SPLIT- T
LEFT-POST, RIGHT-CIRCLE, H-STOP, CENTER SLANT

QB FAKE TO RB AND WR, ROLL OUT RIGHT PASS
SPLIT- T FAKE SWEEP

LEFT-POST, RIGHT-DEEP OUT, H-SLANT, CENTER STOP

QB FAKE TO RB, ROLL OUT RIGHT PASS
Split t pass

Left-fly, right-fly, h-fly, center-quick out
Split T pass

Left-post, right-curl, h-flare, center quick out
SPLIT-T PASS
LEFT-SLANT, RIGHT-FLY, H-FLARE, CENTER-DEEP OUT
Trips left run

Middle wr end around

TRIPS LEFT RUN

MIDDLE WR END AROUND

Diagram showing a football play with players L, M, R, C, and QB.
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LEFT-FLY, MIDDLE-DOWN IN, RIGHT-SLANT, CENTER-ARROW
Trips left pass

Left-fly, middle-post, right-fly, center-flag
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Lft-arrow, mid-post corner, rgt-down out, ctr-stop
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Middle wr end around
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LEFT WR ENDAROUND
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Rb draw
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Fake left end around

**TWINS LEFT**
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QB FAKE TO RB AND WR, ROLL OUT LEFT PASS
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QB Drops Back to Pass then Hands Off
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Twins Right Sweep Left

Field diagram with players positioned as follows:
- C (Center)
- QB (Quarterback)
- RB (Running Back)
- L (Left)
- R (Right)

The diagram illustrates the movement and positioning for the Twins Right Sweep Left play.
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